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1. Introduction 

Ultrasonic non-destructive inspection has been conducted to inspect the pipe wall thickness 

and to evaluate for soundness. So it has taken important role for pipe thinning control and 

maintaining for safety. Inspection for measuring the pipe wall thickness has been conducted by 

inspectors directly only during suspending of plant and cooling down in plant. It is needed that 

the preparations for erecting the scaffold and removing the heat insulation material from the pipe 

for every inspection. These series of inspection are so costly that inspection couldn’t be 
implemented frequently for improving safety. Although improvement of both safety assurance 

and economic efficiency need to be achieved simultaneously, but it is not easy to do that by the 

conventional inspection way. On the other hand, recently it has been considered that online 

continuous monitoring technology for the thickness of pipe wall during plant operation could 

contribute to simultaneously both safety operation of power plant and economical advantage as 

saving cost for inspection and maintenance. For example, when the pipe wall thinning could be 

newly generated and progressed at any time during plant operation, online continuous 

monitoring technology makes it possible to confirm timely what pipe wall thinning condition is 

(whether dangerous or not) and how progress it is (accelerated or not), which could contribute to 

not only analyze the mechanism of pipe thinning phenomenon for prevention of accident but also 

to rational treatment and preventive maintenance of pipe for cost down. In this research, new 

ultrasonic sensor has been developed for achieving monitoring system to measure the pipe wall 

thickness continuously and evaluated its performance by experiment in laboratory.  

2. Specifications of new ultrasonic sensor and monitoring hardware 

  Many required specifications in new ultrasonic sensor are needed for monitoring pipe wall 

thickness under plant operating, which are shown below. 

① Flexibility and thinner shape to make sensor adhered on any kinds of shape of pipe surface 

enough to conduct a long term measuring under thermal insulation material. 
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② Dry coupling performance  - Ultrasonic could be penetrated into the pipe wall so that 

ultrasonic can be transmitted and received continuously for long time by removing air 

layer completely in the gap between pipe surface and probe surface without using 

coupling medium. 

      ③ Heat resistance up to at least 200 degree Celsius and durability for long term using. 

   

   Flex Dry UTM (FDUTM) as a new ultrasonic sensor have been developed to satisfy above 

required specifications (Fig.1). And also UTM online monitor (UTMOM) as a hardware have 

been developed to achieve remote monitoring system by using the internet connection, which 

make it possible to reduce burden for visiting measuring places every time to confirm monitoring 

data (Fig.2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1   FDUTM   probe                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2   Online monitoring system (UTMOM ) 

 

3. Evaluation for heat resistance    

 Flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) as a famous pipe thinning phenomenon could be progressed 

by the fastest speed in 150 degree Celsius environment in power plant [1]. For example, it has 
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been confirmed that both of pipe wall thickness like condensate water pipe and feed water pipe 

could become thinner due to FAC at 200 degree Celsius environment in power plant. In this 

research, the evaluation test for heat resistance of FDUTM was conducted to confirm its 

performance of measurement for thickness of test piece under 200 degree Celsius environment. 

In this test, FDUTM was fixed on surface of test piece which is 4.2mm thickness plate made 

from carbon steel material, and measurement was conducted in thermostatic chamber which had 

been kept as 200 degree Celsius environment (Fig.3). As this test result, the ultrasonic waveform 

measured by FDUTM is shown in Fig.4. From this chart, it could be confirmed that the first 

bottom echo as a peak of reflected wave of ultrasonic echo is so clear that the thickness value can 

be calculated by using this first bottom echo. And the ratio of signal and noise (S/N ratio) is also 

better situation enough to obtain good quality of waveform. Additionally, thickness value 

measured by FDUTM was confirmed as consistency with actual thickness value of test piece by 

within 0.1 mm as absolute of error. Therefore, it could be proved that FDUTM has performance 

to measure the thickness of test piece accurately under 200 degree Celsius environment. 

      

Fig. 3 Thermostatic chamber                    Fig. 4 Result of ultrasonic reflected 
waveform measured by FDUTM 
under 200 degree Celsius 
environment 

4. Evaluation for continuous measuring performance of pipe wall thickness by 

FDUTM and UTMOM 

Although both FDUTM and UTMOM had been developed for achieving the continuous 

monitoring for thickness of pipe wall, it still remained as unclear about the performance which is 

whether these sensor and device could monitor the thickness value continuously or not. So the 

evaluation test was conducted to confirm the continuous measuring performance both of 

FDUTM and UTMOM. In this test, thickness of pipe wall had been measured for 57 hours by 

regular interval. Each interval of measurement in experiment was every 10 minute from 0 to 10 

hour and was every hour from 10 to 57 hour. The thinning machine for pipe wall as experimental 

device was applied to make the thickness of pipe wall become thinner gradually. This 

experimental machine was improved to get a thinning function like a sand blasting for making a 

occurring the thinning phenomenon of pipe wall thickness (Fig.5). And this thinning machine 

could make the thickness of pipe thinner by generating friction from injecting sand which was 
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mixed with pressurized air towards inner surface of pipe wall (Fig.5). In this experiment, the 

thickness of this carbon steel pipe was made a thinning by mechanically under room temperature 

and was measured for thickness of pipe wall continuously. The size of carbon steel pipe was 

100mm of length, 65mm of inner diameter and 5.25mm of initial thickness before starting test. 

The device configuration in this experiment was shown at Fig.6. It is possible to monitor the 

thickness value in real time from a distant area by using UTMOM measuring system. Because it 

could be possible to transmit measurement data from UTMOM to laptop PC so that measuring 

data could be confirmed from distant place in real time. The test condition is shown in table.1. 

The continuous thickness measurement had been conducted for 57 hours regularly. The changing 

of thickness trend measured by FDUTM is shown in fig.7. It was 2.14mm that is the total amount 

of reducing for thickness value measured by FDUTM and UTMOM until 57 hours later, which 

was measurement result from 5.25mm to 3.11mm by constant decreasing rate of thickness. And 

decreasing rate of thickness was confirmed as 3.32μm/h in this experiment, which was calculated 

by being based on the linear approximated line for 57 hours. For these results, in the process of 

decreasing of pipe wall thickness, gradually at constant rate by experimentally for 57 hours, it 

could be confirmed that FDUTM and UTMOM could measure the thickness of pipe wall 

continuously. Ultrasonic waveform from reflected echo at 57 hour later are shown at fig.8 and 

fig.9. It is needed to evaluate the quality of measurement waveform of test result. Generally, the 

thickness value are calculated form the peak position of waveform. So, in each monitoring point, 

it is important that the peak of each waveform is needed to keep of sufficient amplitude, less 

noise influence, and clear peak of reflected echo of ultrasonic for measuring the thickness value 

accurately as much as possible during the monitoring period. As fig.8 and fig.9 are showing, 

both bottom and surface echo in 57 hour later were confirmed as clear peak, less noise effect and 

sufficient amplitude of waveform enough to be judged as the thickness value was valid. 

Therefore, thickness value in 57 hour later measured by FDUTM was confirmed as valid from 

the evaluation of waveform. 

5 Conclusion  

   In this study, firstly the evaluation test for heat resistance of FDUTM was conducted to 

confirm its performance of measurement for thickness of test piece under 200 degree Celsius 

environment. And secondly, continuous measuring for thickness of pipe wall was conducted by 

using both FDUTM as a sensor and UTMOM as hard device to evaluate its performance of 

continuous measuring for thickness of pipe wall and to confirm the validity of monitoring result 

from thickness value and waveform. The results were as follow. 

 (1) It could be proved that FDUTM has performance to measure the thickness of test piece 

accurately under 200 degree Celsius environment. 

 (2) In the process of decreasing of pipe wall thickness, gradually at constant rate by 

experimentally for 57 hours, it was confirmed that FDUTM and UTMOM could measure the 

thickness of pipe wall continuously. And thickness value in 57 hours later was also 

confirmed as valid based on the evaluation of waveform. 
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Fig.5 Experimental machine and sand injection nozzle for making the 
thickness of pipe wall decreased mechanically 

 

 

Fig.6 The device configuration of measurement 

 

Table.1 Test condition  
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Fig.7 The thickness trend measured by FDUTM and UTMOM 

 

Fig.8 Bottom echo reflected from inner bottom side of pipe wall                            
at 57 hours later measured by FDUTM 

 

Fig.9 Surface echo reflected from outer surface of pipe                                        
at 57 hours later measured by FDUTM 


